
Our compact, lightweight 
lights are drop tested to 

ensure a long life no matter 
the �eld conditions. Built to 

last and hold up to the 
abuses of emergency 

responders.

DURABLE

The combination of our 
integrated batteries, travel 

lock out, specially 
designed heat sinks ensure 

your lights will be safe in 
any emergency situation.

SAFETY & 
RELIABILITY 

These are not just emer-
gency �ashlights!  Our 
lights are designed for 

multiple mounting 
solutions. Handheld, 

strapped, or mounted to a 
GoPro mount.

MULTIPLE MOUNTING 
SOLUTIONS

Powerful, small, lightweight light in a compact case for 
portability. Our engineers meticulously design each light to 

make it as small and light as possible because we know 
emergency responders have a lot to carry.

COMPACT & 
LIGHTWEIGHT

All Light & Motion lights 
feature a travel lockout 

mode that allows for lights 
to be packed without being 

accidentally turned on 
during transport.  

TRAVEL LOCK OUT

Our rechargeable batteries 
are built to last, and stay 

charged even when sitting 
in storage. Integrated 

batteries are TSA approved, 
so they can be carried on or 

checked safely.

RECHARGEABLE 

RELIABLE LIGHTS 
FOR THE TOUGHEST JOBS

When moving fast in the �eld, responders don’t want to be burdened with weight or worries. 
Light & Motion Responder light series provides safety lights that are sanitizable,  waterproof, drop 
tested, lightweight and encompass our world renowned rechargeable battery system - a light you 
can count on for the toughest jobs:  disaster relief, emergency response, remote medical tents.  
Light & Motion lights all have common great bene�ts:

Light & Motion lights are 
either IP67 or IP68 waterproof 
rated. They can be used in the 
rain, are water resistant, and 

most importantly, can be 
sterilized  before re-deploy-

ing in the �eld.

SANATIZABLE / 
WATERPROOF
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The Light & Motion GoBe is a visionary reinvention of the �ashlight with its powerful 12 
degree spot and 800 Lumen max output. Its USB-rechargeable body connects to a 
variety of interchangeable light heads, allowing use as a spotlight, �oodlight or com-
munication light with minimal detection. Waterproof to 120 meters, factory-sealed 
batteries, and above all, bright LED heads make GoBe the most versatile light in the 
world.  The GoBe 800 Spot features the standard reliable GoBe body combined with a 
800 lumen, 12-degree spot beam. 

DEPTH RATING
120 Meters

LUMEN OUTPUT        HIGH   |   MEDIUM  |     LOW     |  EXTENDED  |     SOS
800          400           200            75             100

90            180           720          1440          2160

SIZE
4’’L x 1’’H x 1’’D

IMPACT RESISTANCE
1 Meter

CHARGE TIME
180 Mins

GOBE RESPONDER 800                                                                             856-0744-A

$150 

WEIGHT
178g / 6.3oz

USB CHARGING CABLE
Included

RUNTIME (MINS)     

IP RATING
67

LUMEN OUTPUT        HIGH   |   MEDIUM  |     LOW   
5000        2500        500        

90            180         375      

SIZE
7’’L x 4’’H x 4’’D

IMPACT RESISTANCE
1 Meter

CHARGE TIME
120 Mins

WEIGHT
1156g 

CHARGING CABLE
Included

RUNTIME (MINS)     

Daylight on demand.  Light & Motion’s CL 5000 RF delivers powerful 5000 lumen lighting 
that sets up fast, and travels anywhere. The 120 degree beam pattern provides perfect 
coverage for remote location lighting, mobile production crews, and impromptu 
response team locations. The compact, lightweight design and integrated Li-Ion battery 
with no cords to plug in, allow  deployment at a moment’s notice and do not require 
heavy stands or counterweights.  Because they are waterproof with an IP67 rating, these 
lights can be disinfected and rinsed o� for reuse. Can be run of AC power as well.

STELLA RESPONDER 5000 UTILITY/REMOTE LIGHT    850-0490-A 

$699 
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DEPTH RATING
120 Meters

LUMEN OUTPUT        HIGH   |   MEDIUM  |     LOW     |  EXTENDED  |     SOS
500          225            70              35              70  

 90           180           720          1440           2160

SIZE
4’’L x 1’’H x 1’’D

IMPACT RESISTANCE
1 Meter

CHARGE TIME
300 Mins

WEIGHT
178g / 6.3oz

USB CHARGING CABLE
Included

RUNTIME (MINS)     

The Light & Motion GoBe is a visionary reinvention of the �ashlight with its powerful 
12 degree spot and 500 Lumen max output. Its USB-rechargeable body connects to a 
variety of interchangeable light heads, allowing use as a spotlight, �oodlight or com-
munication light with minimal detection. Waterproof to 120 meters, factory-sealed 
batteries, and above all, bright LED heads make GoBe the most versatile light in the 
world.  The GoBe 500 Spot features the standard reliable GoBe body combined with a 
500 lumen, 12-degree spot beam. 

GOBE RESPONDER 500                                                                                    856-0743-A 

$100 

IP RATING
67

LUMEN OUTPUT        HIGH   |   MEDIUM  |     LOW     |   PULSE
500          250          125         125

180          360           720        1440

SIZE
1.2’’L x 1.2’’H x 4’’D

IMPACT RESISTANCE
1 Meter

CHARGE TIME
360 Mins

WEIGHT
121g / 4.3oz

USB CHARGING CABLE
Included

RUNTIME (MINS)     

Get double the runtime with this 500 lumen light that is fully waterproof. Light can be 
cleaned in disinfecting bath for reuse.  4 di�erent light levels:  High, Medium, Low and 
Pulse.  Runtime up to 6 hours on low. Can be handheld or mounted to bars/poles with 
a maximum diameter of 1.25"

RANDO RESPONDER 500 FLASHLIGHT                                    856-0742-A 

$80 
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The perfect versatile light for the �eld. Compact, lightweight, waterproof to a depth 
of 1 Meter (IP67) and rechargeable. Max output is 500 Lumens.  Light can be cleaned 
in disinfecting bath for reuse.  4 di�erent light levels:  High, Medium, Low and Pulse.  
Runtime up to 6 hours on low. Includes ergonomic �nger grip. Handlebar/pole 
mount, and GoPro mount adapter sold separately to mount responder anywhere.

IP RATING
67

LUMEN OUTPUT        HIGH   |   MEDIUM  |     LOW     |   PULSE
500          225          115         115

90            180           360         720

SIZE
4’’L x 1’’H x 1’’D

IMPACT RESISTANCE
1 Meter

CHARGE TIME
300 Mins

LIGHT & MOTION RESPONDER 500 FLASHLIGHT           856-0740-A 

$50 

WEIGHT
173g / 6.1oz

USB CHARGING CABLE
Included

RUNTIME (MINS)     

VOLUME/GOVERNMENT SALES (CAN SHIP WITHIN 72 HOURS)

* Standard distributor discounts cannot be applied to casepacks

Responder 500 lumen Flashlight 
$50                                       856-0740-A

Rando Responder 500 Flashlight
$80                                       856-0742-A

Stella Responder 5000 Utility
$699                                850-0490-A

Case of 12

Case of 24

Case of 48

$468                         856-0745-A

$912                         856-0746-A

$1728                       856-0747-A

Save $10+ per light

$100 savings off MSRP$828                          856-0751-A

$1632                        856-0752-A

$3168                        856-0753-A


